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Sub.: Blacklisting of contractor, "All Services under One Roof"
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Respected Sir,

'---'

In line to the perception of reduced contractors, we understand Management is
floating tenders for jobs involving:-
Catering
Housekeeping
Security
Dispatching of internal dak
Xeroxing
Telephone Operators
Receptionist
Gardening.
Maintenance of Lift, AIc
Lighting, Plumbing, etc.
Scope of the above work are identified in Priyadarshini office complex, Vasudhara
Bhavan and NSE Plaza.

When we appreciate the perception as it reduces administrative assignments, we
have reservation on the "Bid Evaluation Criteria", specifically with our
experience of the abaove contractor in 11 High. It was already brought to your
authorities notice, about the problems faced in canteen services, we are enclosing a
copy of the complaint earlier submitted on 14.11.2006 for your pel1lsal.

The said letter, unfortunately has not gathered your notice, as no action was
initiated. Further we bring to your notice, with the Security that is being provided.
Many thefts have taken place in the building, materials ranging from TFT-
monitors, laptops, mobile handsets to CDs were found missing, even articles are
removed by breaking cupboards.
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When ilTegularities cited above are also matter of concern, our specific area is
canteen, complaints of deteriorating food quality and service were brought to the
notice of various authorities, as this is going to effect all employees.

With the above circumstance, it will be a decision in the right spirit to amputee the
problem from its root. rather spreading it in other areas. Hence we request your
esteemed authority to black-list the said contractor, "All Services Under One
Roof' so that fresh tenders are not issued to him.
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With regards,

Thanking you,

efc

Pradeep Mayekar
(General Secretary)
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